Professors Guohua Chen, Chi-Ming Chan and Ka Ming Ng attended the 2014 AIChE meeting in Atlanta and met our alumni who participated the conference. They had a dinner meeting at a local restaurant. The following alumni joined the meeting: Dr. Sally Ng (Assistant Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology; BEng, 2002), Dr. Anson Ma (Assistant Professor, University of Connecticut; BEng, 2003, MPhil, 2005), Lang Xu (PhD candidate, University of Wisconsin; BEng, 2013), Dr. Ying Liu (Research Associate, North Carolina State University; Exchange student 2004) and Mr. Hao Chen (PhD candidate, HKUST). They talked about their experiences of studying and working in HKUST and the USA. Professors updated our alumni on the recent development of the department. Alumni and students talked about their thinking on curriculum enhancement.